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I’ve been an absentee blog parent for several weeks and left the little
publication alone for increasing periods of time. My thoughts have been on a
neglected little storage cabinet in my brain marked “Mel’s Novel.”  Yes, there is
really such a beast, and 100,000 of its words have been sitting in a 3 ring
binder behind the very desk where Spatula In The Wilderness is typed. For
nearly a year (but who’s counting?).  My excuse for not continuing the book was
fairly straightforward. I was suffering through writer’s block and one Saturday

afternoon started the blog to take my mind off the novel.

It may seem conceited for a hamburger flipper like me to consider authoring works for publication,
but there is little vanity in the project. Sure, there are those who might focus on the supposed fame
of the well established author or harbor dreams of becoming an award-winning screen writer. Not so
much with me, though. While it would be great to become a celebrated novelist, I have a smallish
goal in mind. A cop car. That’s it, the whole kit and caboodle, the entire summation of my desire to
become a published author. I’d like to make enough money to buy a Ford Crown Victoria with a
Police Interceptor package. Once that goal is achieved, I’ll J.D. Salinger myself away in the tinted-
out copmobile, never to publish another word. Yes, it would be nice to see my works at yard sales,
all covered in layers of masking tape on which people have marked “20¢” and “make us an offer.”
What author doesn’t like to have a signing at a rummage sale? Truthfully, I think that I’d get bored
and try to publish the next chapter of my burger flipping adventures at some point. By then, I’d have
manned the grill in some fabulous locales like Fiji and Akron.

The book that resides behind the desk probably will never be finished. Friends still ask how it’s
coming and I give a dodgy answer and duck under the nearest piece of furniture (which sucks if it’s
a couch). The story revolves around a guy, a girl, a post office, skinheads, truth, justice, the
American way and the Ford Crown Victoria with optional police package. Typical. So typical in fact,
that I’m starting another work entirely. I will keep you updated on the progress (or typical {there’s that
word again} lack of progress) of the new(ish) novel. Onward, upward, and hopefully at least half a
book six months from now!
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